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Abstract-An exchange model with fixed prices, linear utility functions and functions that con- 
struct the constraints of rationing is considered. A finite algorithm for finding a solution of the model 

is proposed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In exchange models, the equality between supply and demand is achieved by a choice of a set of 

equilibrium prices. Sometimes it makes sense to restrict the demand of consumers so, that in the 

process of solution, no demand for a product can become excessively large. An exchange model 

with rationing is sufficient to consider with fixed prices. Such kind of problems are discussed 

in (l-31. The reasons for studying exchange models with fixed prices and rationing are considered 

in [4]. 

The characteristics of the model are as follows. 

Consumers’ preferences are described by linear utility functions. Their demand is restricted by 

linear functions that depend on rationing parameters, the same for all consumers but different 

for all products. 

If it turns out that fixed prices are above the corresponding equilibrium prices, then the model 

has no solution. 

An algorithm for this exchange model is built in the present paper. It is structured as follows: 

In Section 1, the exchange model is formulated. In Section 2, we describe a finite algorithm for 

the model. The properties of the algorithms are considered in Section 3. In Section 4, a simple 

numerical example is considered. 

2. FORMULATION OF THE MODEL 

We study an exchange model similar to those considered by Polterovich [5] and Movshovich [6]. 

The model consists of m consumers and n products, with Sj > 0 units of product j, j = 1, n, in 

the market. 

The behavior of consumer i is determined by his utility function cpi(zi) = cpi(&, . . . , {in), by 

a fixed budget pi > 0, by functions Qij(Tj) that determine the limits of demand for product j 

depending on the unknown parameters Tj, and by a fixed vector p of prices ~1,. . . , rn. 
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Denote d := (~51, . . . ,a,). We have to find vectors xt 2 0 and scalars r.J 2 0 such that 

Zt = argmax {(pi(Si) 1 (p,Zi) 5 &; 0 5 [ij 5 Qij(Tjf), j = 1,72}, i = l,m; 
m 

c x; = d. 
(1) 

irl 

Suppose that 

Let us denote 

(p,d) I &. 
i-1 

t = (71 ,*..,G.) 

and 

+i(t) := mzax{cpi(xi) / (P7 Xi) i Pii 0 I tij I Qij(Tj)}* I 

If functions qi(xi) and *ij(rj), i = G, j = 
- 
1, n are concave, then functions ai are concave, 

too. 

It is not difficult to prove that each solution of the following system 

is a solution of the exchange model. 

But, unfortunately, system (2) defines a nonconvex set and it is difficult to construct a method 

based on solving this system. That is why we have to look for other methods. 

Below we propose a method that is based on an algorithm for a linear programming problem 

with restricted nonnegative variables and only one common constraint. 

3. ALGORITHM FOR THE EXCHANGE MODEL 

We assume that functions CP~(X~) and Q,(rj) are linear. Let cpi(xi) = (ai,zri) = Cy=, oijcij, 

\Eij(rj) be increasing functions and \Egj(O) 2 0. 

To simplify our consideration, suppose that ai > 0. The quotients aij/rj are important for 

the algorithms, since if o+, /rj, > oij /rj, Vj # jl, then for the variable tij, we have 

Cijijl = min *ij,(Tjl), $ . { 1 
This property is used for successive determination of the values of the model‘s variables in 

accordance with the preferences revealed by the quotients. For this purpose we will use an 

and 
/ k-l 

Pi - Cnj,Sij, 

<ij* = min Qijk(Tjk); 

q=l 
. 

=jITjL 

/ 

operator XT1 described below. 
We say that positive variables (ijl, . . . , t3k 5’ satisfy the complementary property 

o&, 3 ,._. , %k 

=jz *ja 

- --y 

“jk 

Eij, = Qijp(Tjq), Q = 1, k - 1; 

if 

(3) 

(4 
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The sense of the operator XT1 is to find for the product j, that is currently preferred by some 

consumers, the current values rj and cij according to the budgets pi, supply Sj, functions Qij(rj) 

and conditions (3),(4). 

To describe the operator XTl, let vectors Ii 2 0 and t’ > 0 satisfy the following inequalities 

j be a fixed product, L be a set of consumers, that currently prefer the product j and !i$ be 

vectors with components 

t$ij = {.j, Vj # j, fij = 0. 

According to the complementary property <ij must be equal to Kij(rj) defined below 

The operator XT1 consists of calculating new values + and c.j according to the following rules. 

If c,,,(/?i - {p,%i))/rj < Sj, then we can assign 

i E L, 

and 

It is clear that $ij = K(?j),i E L. 

If xiEL, (pi - (p, Zi))/r; 2 Sj, then there is a possibility to achieve an equality of the demand 

and supply. To do that it is sufficient to find the solution 3 of the following equation 

C K(Tj) = Sje 

iEL 

Then we assign 

if..j := K(3), i E La 

Since the operator XT1 is used for a product that is currently preferred, the condition (3) is 

always satisfied. If the operator XT1 is used for a product j such that the demand less than 

the supply before performing XTl, then no violation of the condition (4) for other products can 

happen. But if the demand equals the supply such a violation can appear. Since no violation 

of the conditions (3),(4) is p ermitted we have to correct our decisions to achieve the comple- 

mentary property. To do that for products with equality of the demand and supply we use an 

operator XT2. To achieve the complementary property for products with a current violation of 

this equality the operator XT1 can be used for each such product separately. 

To describe the operator XT2 we have to form the set E of products with a current violation of 

the condition (4) and the corresponding set I of consumers with at least one positive &,j E E. 

To do that let us define 

& := {i : (p,$) < pi); G := {j:ctij<fij}, 

and then 

E :={jCG : 3i(i E Q,O < cij < \Eij(?j))}; 

I :={i : 3j(j E E,iij > 0)). 
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In addition, let us define numbers: 

1 1, if 0 < lfij = S,(?j), 
Pij = 

0, if iij = 0 or &j < lPij(?j), 

i 0, if&j = 0 or 0 < cij = iPI,( 
Uij = 

1, ifO<&j<KP\kij(?j), iEI,j=l,n. 

Further, denote iij := &j, jCE; iij := 0, j E E; fi = (&I,- * * , t&). Let rj” and <$ be a solution 

of the following linear programming problem: 

min C rj 1 C /J4jrj@ij(rj) + C &j”jCij I Pi - (p,&), 
jEE jEE jEE 

i E I; CpijQij(Tj) + C Vij<ij = Sj, Tj 2 0, j E E; 
iEI zEI 

(5) 

To complete the description of the operator XT2 it is sufficient to calculate 

Let us define sets Ji(zi) := Argmaxcij=e oij/rj, i = 1,m. TO describe the algorithm for 

the exchange model we let & = 0, i = F, ?j = 0, j = Gn; G := (1,. . . , TX); form sets Q 

and M := uiEgJj(Zi). 

The 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(3) 

(9) 

(IO) 
(11) 

(12) 

sequence of computation is as follows: 

ifMnG#0,choosejEMnG;ifMnG=0,thenchoosejEM; 

form sets N := {i : &j > 0); D := {i E Q : j E Ji(&)}; and L := D U N; 
perform XTl; 

if M n G # 0, correct set G and go to 10; if M n G = 0, go to 5; 

form the set Q; 

if E = {jCG : 3i(i E Q, 0 < cij < KDij(?j)} # 0, go to 7; if E = 0, then go to 8; 

perform XT2; 

form the set E,, = {j E G : 3i(i E Q,&j > 0)); if E,, # 0, go to 9; if E, = 0, then go to 10; 

for each j E E. use XT1 with L = {i : jij > 0) and correct G; 

form sets & and M := U~EQ&(&); 
if M = 0, go to 12; if M # 0, then go to 1; 

end. 

4. PROPERTIES OF THE ALGORITHM 

To begin with, we establish 

LEMMAS. If 

j =l,n, 
i=l 

then XT1 can be executed. 

PROOF. It is clear that if 

(6) 
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then XT1 can be executed. 

If (5) does not hold, there is ?j such that 

C Kij(7j) 1 Sj. 

iEL 

According to (6), 

C Kij(0) < Sj. 

iEL 

Since &ij(rj) are continuous functions, there is a solution of the equation 

C Qj(Tj) = 6j. 

(EL 

This proves that XT1 can be performed. I 

LEMMA 2. There exists a solution 7; and <G of the linear programming problem (5), and vari- 

ables rj, cij obtained by XT2 satisfy the complementary property. 

PROOF. The current values ?j and $ij form a feasible solution rj = ?j; <ij = cij for (5). Since the 

objective function of this problem is nonnegative for each feasible solution, the optimrl solution 

exists. 

Let us imagine that the solution generated by XT2 does not satisfy the complimentary property. 

It means that there are 2” and 3 such that 

0 < tfzj < Q,(?j), 

(P,C) < Pi. 63) 

Let us carry out XTl. According to the definition of XT1 the new variable ?j will be less 

then ?j. Further, the constraints of problem (5) are not violated. Thus, there is a feasible solution 

that is better than the optimal of solution of (5). This contradiction proves that (8) holds true. 

THEOREM. If the model satisfies property (6), then the algorithm terminates, a solution for the 
model exists and can be found by the constructed algorithm. 

PROOF. At each iteration of the described algorithm at least one variable that wss equal to 0 at 

the previous iteration becomes positive and will remain positive. Hence, after a finite number of 

iterations, the set M becomes empty. To prove that G is empty, let us suppose that G # 0. It 

means that the inequality 
m 

i=l 

holds. The last inequality leads to the following 

c(P>&) < (p,d) < 2Pi 
i=l i=l 

that shows that Q # 0. 

In accordance with the procedure for calculation of values iij for j E G and i E Q, we 

have iij = 0. But in this case, M # 8. Obtained contradiction proves that G = 0. It means that 

calculated values Zi satisfy the equation 

i=l 

According to Lemma 2 steps (6),(7) and (8),(g) f orm a solution that satisfies the complementary 

property. It, therefore, follows that vectors Zi are optimal for consumers. 

We conclude that the solution of the model exists, and it can be calculated by the described 

algorithm. 

CPnM 27:4-6 
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5. AN EXAMPLE 

Consider an example with cpr(z~) = 3&r + &s, (ps(z2) = 2&r -t 3&s; ,& = 2; ,& = 1.2;Q = 

(1,2);p = (1,l); *II = 0.2+71; i&1(71) = 0.3+2~1; ‘812(72) = 0.5+72; q&5) = 0.2+-Q. 

The starting values are: ir = 0; Zz = 0; G = {1,2}; Q = {1,2). 

ITERATION 1. 

(1) MnG = {1,2},j:= 1; 

(2) iv = 0; D = (1); L = (1); 

(3) ,$I = 1; f1 = 0.8; 

(4) G = (2); 

(lo) Q = {L%M = {W, 
(11) M # 0, go to 1. 

ITERATION 2. 

(1) M n G = {2},3 = 2; 

(2) N = 0,D = {1,2};L = {1,2} 

(3) {r2 = 1; c22 = 1; T2 = 0.8; 

(4) G = 0; 
(10) Q = (2); A4 = (1); 

(11) M # 0, go to 1. 

ITERATION 3. 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4 
(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(10) 
(11) 

(12) 

MnG=Cb,j=l; 

‘Iv = (1); e = (2); L = {1,2}; 
&I = 0.8;& = 0.2;?r = 0.6; 

Mr,G=& 
Q = (1); 
E = (2); 

Q = 0; M = 0; 
go to 12; 

end. 

Thus, 
9 _ 13 

ir=,; 72=z. 

Notice that when IEl = 1 or 1 El > 1 but the corresponding positive variables are weakly 

connected on step (7), we can use operator XTl, instead of XT2. But, if a correction of a 

variable by XT1 violates the complementary property we must use XT2. 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 

6. 
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